Performance of Combined Surface and Intramuscular EMG for Classification of Hand Movements.
The surface EMG (sEMG) has been used as control source for upper limb prosthetics since decades. Previous studies suggested that intramuscular EMG showed promising results for upper limb prosthetics. This study investigates the strength of combined surface and intramuscular EMG (cEMG) for improved myoelectric control. Five able-bodied subjects and three transradial amputees were evaluated using offline classification error as performance metric. Six surface and intramuscular channels were recorded concurrently from each subject for seven consecutive days and Stacked sparse autoencoders (SSAE) and LDA classifiers were used for classification. As a control source, either sEMG channels were used or combined channels were used with reduced features using PCA. In the within session analysis, cEMG $( 2.21 \pm 1.19${%) outperformed the sEMG ($4.63 \pm 2.07${%) for both able-bodied and amputee subjects using SSAE. For between session analysis, cEMG outperformed the sEMG for both able-bodied and amputee subjects with percentage points difference of 7.93. These results imply cEMG can significantly improve the performance of pattern recognition based myoelectric control scheme for amputee subjects too and further improvement can be made by utilizing SSAE which show improved performance as compared to LDA.